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Microstructure and Properties of Non-Quenched/Tempered

Seamless Tubes Made of Medium Carbon V-microalloyed Steel
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Abstract: Hot rolling non-quenched and tempered (NQT) tube manufacturing process consists of a series of sub-processes such as

billet-heating, piercing, tube-rolling, intermediate cooling, reheating, stretch-reduction-diameter, and final cooling. Both industrial

experiments of production of seamless tubes using a medium carbon vanadium microalloyed steel and corresponding laboratory

compression simulation with a Gleeble thermalldynamic simulator were carried out. First, it is found that the most effective

microstructure refinement did not occur in austenite state, but mainly in austenite decomposition following the

stretch-reduction-diameter process, and the intragranular ferrite formation should be very useful for effective refinement of the whole

microstructure. Second, more than half of precipitates in final tubes were formed in stretch-reduction-diameter and final cooling

processes. Third, the results show that proper selection of intermediate cooling stop temperature T,topis of vital importance in order to

achieve desired microstructure and optimized combination of strength and toughness, though no austenite ferrite transformation

occur during the intermediate cooling and reheating. Compared with that using T,top=850.Cwhich may lead to harmful bainite and

bainite-like constituents, the NQT tube manufacture process using T,top=600.Cresults to finer microstructure and much larger amount

of intra-granular ferrite, much larger fraction and finer particle size of precipitates in final tube products.
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1 Introduction

The petroleum seamless casing and tubing are almost
all manufactured with heat treatments such as

quenching and high temperature tempering of the
tubes. In order to avoid such heat treatments for

energy and cost saving while keeping desirable

properties, both development of new

vanadium-containing non-quenched and tempered

(NQT) steels and optimization of corresponding tube

manufacturing process are of great significance. This

is true especially for China, a country rich in
vanadium resources.

The hot rolling NQT seamless tube manufacturing

process consists of a series of sub-processes such as

billet heating (soaking), piercing, tube rolling,

intermediate controlled cooling, reheating,

stretch-reduction-diameter, and fmal cooling. Thus, in

such a process the situation is more complicated than

the common hot rolling or forging cases. Most

previous studies on V-microalloyed steels paid more

attentions to low-carbon ones, while recent studies

have further shown that the phase transformation

characteristics and precipitation strengthening in

V-microalloyed steels are different significantly for
low- and medium-carbon steels [1-4].Due to such

complexities, the understanding of microstructural

mechanisms underlying the NQT seamless tube

manufacturing process, especially in the practical

industrial production, is quite limited.

The aim of this paper is mainly to achieve a better

understanding of the microstructure evolution,

including grain size variation as well as microalloying

precipitation, and their effect on mechanical properties

in medium carbon V-microalloyed steels during

industrial NQT seamless tube manufacturing process,

largely based on our previous work carried out at the

University of Science and Technology Beijing and

Wuxi Seamless Steel Tube Co. Ltd. during 2001-2004
(1.3-8]

2 Materials and Methods
The steel studied was a medium carbon V-Ti-N
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